AIRWAVES DUB
GREEN FUTURES FESTIVAL RADIO + TuneIn Radio
Thurs - 9-late - Cornerstone feat.Baps
www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk/www.kingstongreenradi
o.org.uk

DESTINY RADIO 105.1FM
www.destinyradio.uk
FIRST WEDNESDAY of each month – 8-10pm – RIDDIM
SHOW feat. Leo B. Strictly roots.
Sat – 10-1am – Cornerstone feat.Baps
Sun – 4-6pm – Sir Sambo Sound feat. King Lloyd, DJ Elvis
and Jeni Dami
Sun – 10-1am – DestaNation feat. Ras Hugo and Jah Sticks.
Strictly roots.
Wed – 10-midnight – Sir Sambo Sound

NATURAL VIBEZ RADIO.COM
Daddy Mark sessions
Mon – 10-midnight
Sun – 9-midday. Strictly roots.

LOVERS ROCK RADIO.COM
Mon - 10-midnight – Angela Grant aka Empress Vibez.
Roots Reggae as well as lo

Editorial Dub
Dear Reader
First comments, especially of gratitude, must go to Danny B of Soundworks and Nick
Lokko of DAT Sound. First salute must go to them. When you read inside, you'll see
why. May their days overflow with blessings.
This will be the first issue available only online. But for those that want hard copies,
contact Parchment Printers: £1 a copy! We've done well to have issued fourteen in
hard copy, when you think that Fire! (of the Harlem Renaissance), Legitime Defense
and Pan African were one issue publications - and Revue du Monde Noir was issued
six times. We're lucky to have what they didn't have – the online link. So I salute
again the support we have from Sista Mariana at Rastaites and Marco Fregnan of
Reggaediscography. Another salute also to Ali Zion, for taking The Dub to Aylesbury
(five venues) - and here, there and everywhere she goes.
Congratulations to Lloyd Coxsone, first recipient of the International Reggae Day
Awards (London), presented early last month. I hope future recipients will include
Jah Shaka, Dennis Bovell, Misty in Roots, Linton Kwesi Johnson and David Rodigan.
Happy to support Home Start, whose Oxford office is based in the same building –
Blackbird Leys Community Centre – as the African School office/resource centre.
As well as the one known as the High Priest, we also celebrate the birth of one of my
great heroines, known as the First Lady of the Black Press. So I say Happy Birthday
to Earl ''Chinna'' Smith – and to Ethel Payne also.
Welcome to The Dub
Editor: Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com
Printer: Parchment Printers, Oxford – print@parchmentuk.com
Photographs from Dub for the Elders – Leo B aka Multifari
All material copyright©. All rights reserved. This publication may not be reproduced
or transmitted in any form, in whole or part, without the express permission of The
Dub.
I prefer the acoustic guitar because its natural; you don't need anything to play it, its
just wood and strings. The sound of the electric guitar lacks a certain organic quality,
but in certain occasions you need to create the right vibe or just play a little louder.

Earl ''Chinna'' Smith

Birthday Blessings Dub
Roots Reggae
EARL ''CHINNA'' SMITH - Yabby You
Linton Kwesi Johnson
Vin Gordon - Dean Fraser - Lucky Dube (South Africa)
Al Campbell
Junior Delgado - Jah Thomas - Dennis Alcapone

Black Journalism
ETHEL PAYNE - Marcus Garvey (Jamaica)
Edward Blyden (Virgin Islands) - Richard Moore (Barbados)
Robert Vann - Roi Ottley - Robert Abbott
Archibald Grimke - Mary Cooke-Parrish

I stick to my firm, unshakeable belief that the black press
is an advocacy press and that I, as a part of that press,
can't afford the luxury of being biased...when it came to
issues that really affect my people, and I plead guilty,
because I think that I am an instrument for change.
ETHEL PAYNE

Earl ''Chinna'' Smith

Ethel Payne

INNA DE YARD
EARL CHINNA SMITH
aka Earl Flute and Melchezidek, the High Priest b. 6/8/1955
Jamaican legend of a guitar player, who has blessed the following musical bands,
amongst others, with his talents:

Soul Syndicate
High Times Players
Impact All Stars
Prince Far I & The Arabs
Joe Gibbs & The Professionals
The Aggrovators
The Upsetters
The Wailers
Inna De Yard – Chinna’s own mainly acoustic productions since the early 2000s,
featuring singers Linval Thompson, Kiddus I, Cedric Congo Myton, Viceroys, Junior
Murvin, Matthew MacAnuff, Derajah, Ken Boothe and many more
New Inna De Yard album released in 2017 entitled ‘The Soul Of Jamaica’ on Chapter
Two Records.

Dan-I, co-founder of Field Frequency

CHANT FOR CHINNA
When I think of the word omnipresence, I think of God – then I think of Chinna. Earl
''Chinna Smith'', the Everywhere Man of Reggae. Do not ask who he played with;
better to re-phrase, asking, who he didn't play with! He played with everyone. From
his days playing on a sardine can with fishing line strings, he's gone on to become
the pre-eminent guitarist of roots reggae, lovingly known as Melchezidek, after the
biblical High Priest.
Flip over any record cover and you'll see his name there, whether as part of the
Revolutionaries, Aggrovators, Prophets, Professionals, Morwells and so on; or as
part of his home town band – Soul Syndicate, one of the greatest backing bands in
Jamaican music.
Greenwich Farm residents like himself, Chinna was blessed by those who nurtured
him – top-ranking musicians in their own right. Imagine being supported by Santa,
Fully and Tony Chin! As he would go on to cultivate young talent, as we see in his
Inna De Yard recordings, the older musicians in his area, encouraged and boosted
him.
Chinna was there for Yabby You
With Family Man and Horsemouth
When the mystic stepped in a studio
Year 1972.
Chinna was there
Wish I was there too.
Sessions innumerable. At Channel One, Randys, Black Ark, Joe Gibbs, Tuff Gong
and so on; including those for hometown label Freedom Sounds, run by Bertram
Brown. I wonder if he had a preference for any particular studio, or a certain sound
engineer; Errol Thompson at Joe Gibbs, Lee Perry at Black Ark?
I've heard that many musicians and producers favoured Randys, because they said
the wood panelling gave the recordings a warmer sound.
Wherever he went, on the endless treks round the Kingston studios, if not the bass
of Fully, there was the aforementioned Family Man or Robbie Shakespeare,
Ranchie, or the bassists who sang, Flabba Holt and Lloyd Parks.

Chinna was there for Burning Spear
When he came with Marcus Garvey
In the time of Jack Ruby
When they gave a gift called rare.
Chinna was there
Wish I was there too.
I think he could have excelled in any genre of music: such as blues, jazz, soul, funk
and so on; ike the saxophonist Tommy McCook and the organist Winston Wright.
Dear Reader, you and I both know, he would have been the courier of beauty, to
whichever grouping he sat with.
Just wondering if they teach about Chinna and his gargantuan contribution, in the
music classes, in Jamaican schools; if he's ever featured in the international guitar
magazines.
Now in his sixties, I hope the musical world honours him in some way, before he
leaves us physically.
Chinna was there for Prince Alla
When he recorded the album
Only Love Can Conquer
Backing the voice of his neighbour.
Chinna was there
Wish I was there too.
That period from the early sixties to the early eighties, will stand as the Golden Age
of Jamaican Music. I know there's still great music to come from the island of my
parents, but that period, that epoch, produced musicianship and camaraderie of a
special quality: the sweetest heights of creativity. Chinna was there, a glittering gem
in the golden calabash.
With Burning Spear, he became a part of the Black Disciples; with Sugar Minott – the
Black Roots Players. Everyone wanted Chinna, first choice on lead or rhythm guitar.
I say Chinna to those that say Clapton, passing on the knowledge of his brilliance.
Chinna was there for U-Roy
During the recording,

Of Dread In A Babylon
An album packaged with joy.
Chinna was there
Wish I was there too.
In the time to Dub, all roads led to King Tubbys – where else? A maker of magic,
conjured in its electronic format: the producers went to the one, that they and the
community had crowned. If Chinna was the first choice on guitar, Tubby was the first
choice to mix. They must have queued at his door! Bunny Lee, Keith Hudson,
Augustus Pablo, Niney, Gussie Clark and so on.
Out guitar hero was part of the Wailers, when Bob Marley stepped on stage in
December 1976, at the Smile Jamaica concert, in the National Heroes Park, two
days after they tried to kill him: Chinna was there.
Talking of the Wailers, takes us to the 1976 recording...
Chinna was there for Bob Marley
During Rastaman Vibration
Enjoying his time
With the master of melody.
Chinna was there
Wish I was there too.
As well as the albums, the hundreds of singles he played on; by Freddie McGregor,
Max Romeo, Dennis Brown, Junior Delgado, Earl Zero and so on. In the history of
Channel One, there was the Revolutionaries, then Roots Radics – both of which he
played with - followed by High Times, the band he founded and led.
If he is the High Priest, then with these words, I pay homage and make libation.
He backed so many, helping to bring their dreams to fruition. He was there. So when
you sing of Prince Far-I, chant for Chinna; when you sing of Philip Fraser, chant for
Chinna; when you sing of Mikey Dread, chant for Chinna; when you sing of Bim
Sherman, chant for Chinna; when you sing of Junior Byles, chant for Chinna; when
you sing of Ras Michael, chant for Chinna; when you sing of Gregory Isaacs, chant
for Chinna; when you sing of Abyssinians, chant for Chinna.

Natty Mark

Sista Ali and Garvin Dan

Hugo Makepeace

FIRST LADY DUB
Gwen Fill
Now, as black history month draws to a close, a couple of stories.
First, we talk to the author of a new book about a black woman journalist who
was nearly alone in her field.
She may be the most influential journalist and activist most people have never
heard of. Ethel Payne began her writing career at The Chicago Defender, a
storied black newspaper that specialized in telling stories left uncovered by the
mainstream white-owned press.
Payne traveled the world, covered every president from Eisenhower to Reagan,
traveled to Vietnam and repeatedly to Africa. She was front and center at the
Montgomery bus boycott, at the desegregation of Little Rock Central High
School and at the 1963 March on Washington.
Over time, she came to be known as the ''First Lady of the Black Press''. But
her groundbreaking work has been obscured by time.
Biographer James McGrath Morris sets out to correct that in his new book, “Eye
on the Struggle.”
Welcome.
This strikes me as one of those stories where how you tell it depends on the
person whose story you’re telling. She was a storyteller, but Ethel Payne’s story
was different.
James McGrath Morris
Ethel Payne’s story was very different.
And the thing that her not being known today is really a legacy of segregation,
in that she was iconic to a large segment of the U.S. population, but, like most
black institutions, The Chicago Defender was entirely invisible to white
Americans.
And so she functioned in this world, was incredibly important in informing her
readers and activating her readers, yet the rest of the nation marched along
without knowing who she was.

excerpt from PBS NEWSHOUR interview, February, 2017.

The Blessing of Judah
Artist’s birthdays who we celebrate in the month of July include Dub Judah, Ramon
Judah and reggae / dub producer David Judah. Their presence on the reggae / dub
sound-system scene as pioneers is strong like a Lion.
Judah being interpreted as ‘praise’ was exalted, being handed the Sceptre of David,
the Rulers Sceptre, in divine honour, a blessing prophesied by the Fathers of ancient
Israel.
"Do not weep! Behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the root of David, has
triumphed to open the scroll and its seven seals." (Revelation 5:5).
As the 4th born son of Israel, Judah grew as a leader and was the first to receive the
seal in Revelation, coming from a tribe of Royalty, as the law giver.
Every tribe is associated with a month of birth, Judah being July, the 7th month of the
Georgian calendar.

Sista Helen

GREGORY
b.15/6/1951

1.Sunday Morning
2.Stranger In Your Town
3.Front Door
4.Love Is Over Due
5.Happiness Come
6.Mr Brown
7.I Need Your Love
8.Keen Observation
9.Won't Give You Up
10.Naw Go Skin Up
Ras Achias
These are two late arrivals for the July issue

ONCE A YEAR DUB
reflections on Cowley Road Carnival 2017

It comes once a year, better than Christmas!
Cowley Road Carnival: much love.
Peter B

After hustling your way through the kicks, sweat
and whatever, you reach East Oxford Community
Centre – centre of the universe! With five children
in trail, glad to reach the harmony of East Oxford
Community Centre: the chilled roots and culture.
Beautiful Day.
Jah Paul

Loved Carnival. Had the best time at the back of
EOCC. Just chilling and listening to sweet reggae
music.
Lorna E Dacres

It was very good, because I saw my friends
Ishmael and Marshall, but I didn't hear any Freddie
McGregor!
Bingy Samuels, aged 11.

photographs of the carnival by Ibrahim Nougdalla, will appear in the
September issue.

NINTH STREET DREAM
I was born at a place named Moore Street in 1955. I grew up with my godfather and
godmother in Greenwich Town, place named Kingston 13, but Moore Street is right
round a Trench Town, so it's like 12 and 13. Everyone 'fraid of the number, but 13
carry the vibe because 13 have the beach, so all of them 12 man have to come
down Greenwich Town to get red snapper and doctor fish and all of them substance
there to keep them voice and everything bubbling...
My old man, a roofing specialist, used to to have a sound named Smith's and Bunny
Lee used to operate my old man's sound. In other words, Bunny used to hold me as
a likkle baby. Bunny's mother and my mother was close, so it's a whole family thing.
My godfather was a fudge man (he sold chocolate fudge) who just love music and
my godfather have a sound, which was Down South the President. Prince Buster
and Snapping used to come sell him soft wax inna them days, £14 for all seven wax,
what the man them now call dub plates. My old man used to love music so much that
he just had the wickedest sound. He didn't care whe him play, used to string up up
every day and play music and just dance to it. I remember a deejay them time there,
the early sixties, come by the house with a guitar and it's the most fascinating thing.
Me just see this thing and it haunt me, but as a youth you're never allowed to touch
things due to respect, so me just look 'pon this thing and me never allowed to touch
things due to respect, so me just look 'pon this thing and me never see nothing that
fascinate me so much. Me try to make something look like it out of sardine can and
use fish line, nylon strings – through we inna the fisherman area, Greenwich Town,
we get fishing line easy. We realize we're not getting that kind of melodic sound, but
at least we're getting the feel of the instrument.
Greenwich Town was an area where 'nuff musicans used to hang out. We have the
Melodians, Slim Smith, Wailers them used to pass through and Gaylads and then
you have Bunny Lee as a man who in the business and him live next door to me.
Sunday him used to have auditions and him used to have Glen Adams as a man
who audition the artists them. I remember the first time I hear Jacob Miller, him come
with a group named the Schoolboys.
I lived on East Avenue and I hear a band up Ninth Street named Soul Syndicate, the
man there a rehearse every night, so we used to go up there, hear some wicked
music. The man them used to play like top ten thing, reggae and certain other things,
so it's just fun to go up there and hear the music play – a full band with horns and
bass and keyboard.
Me and a next youth named Earl Zero start singing and we have a little group with
my brethren named Rush-It. There was a brethren who used to work over the

sawmill named Eastman. He was a cabinetmaker and he just love the vibes, so he
buy a guitar, but him no really so much into playing it, so me and Earl, it was like a
rat race to see who could get that instrument. We don't know no chord or nothing,
just have this instrument out of tune, so we go for this rehearsal and watch the guy
them playing, every rehearsal night and we kind of start looking on the shape. When
them finish all the song and you strum the same thing, it don't sound like how him
one sound and you say, ''Something wrong'', so I asked the guitarist, Cleon Douglas
– wicked singer and guitarist – ''How's it my guitar don't sound like yours?'' and him
take the guitar and say, ''No man! This no tune'', so me figure out the tuning and me
go up every night again and me know all the song them, because me understand the
shape and the position, so when the song done I realize it sound like his own.
Cleon did have to leave and go to the States, so the band need a guitarist now, so
Fully's father say, ''We have to try that little big-eyed boy – it look like him can do a
thing.'' Me know all the song because me don't miss no rehearsal. It's fun now to get
a real guitar – an electric guitar – and play
quotes by CHINNA, from Solid Foundation: An Oral History of Reggae - David
Katz.

NEVER GIVE UP
AL CAMPBELL – b.31/8/1954 – selection by Ali Zion
1.Never Give Up 2. Upliftment
3.I've Got To Get Your Loving
4.Respect To All Mothers 5.What Can I Say
6.Turn Me Loose 7.Thank You Lord
8.Chant Rub A Dub 9.No Jestering
10. Jah Army

Lee ''Virtuoso'' Valentine

Bassie

FREE MAN
I was born a free man
I was born a free man
I was born a free man
I
I will never hurt anyone
I will never do wrong
I must live a free man

A free man I was born this day
And I would like to stay that way
I try every way I can
To make myself a better man
I
I was born a free man
I was born a free man.

from Free Man – Al CAMPBELL

I

THE MAGICAL TROMBONE
VIN GORDON
aka Don Drummond Junior aka Trammie – b. 4/8/1949
Vin Gordon, reggae’s finest living trombone player, will be 68 this month. In that time
he has played with most of the best names in reggae music and written some of the
most famous horn lines in the music’s history, including Real Rock by Sound
Dimension as well as Warrior Charge’ and Love Fire by Aswad. But, more than that,
he is still playing, recording and touring, most notably in his own right with his Real
Rock Band. It is only right that he should take some of the limelight for himself,
having backed so many of the greats for so long. He has a very distinctive style, one
that is synonymous with roots reggae – it is a full fat trombone style, not as light and
delicate as fellow Alpha Boys’ School alumni Rico Rodriguez, or as jazz-influenced
as the legendary Don Drummond.
He is also still releasing some very fine work. His Liberty Horn single on London’s
Room In The Sky Records has been a major play on Field Frequency Sound System
and the Desta*Nation show, as has the funky reworking of his Studio One hit Red
Blood on Selection Train Records. Both these singles are still available and should
be in everyone’s record box. He has also released a single and an album on Roots
Garden Records (last month’s featured label) with the help of producer Nick
Manasseh (who also mixed ‘Red Blood').
Last year’s Heavenless album was recorded with his own Real Rock Band and
reflects the current sound of his live set. Released on Roots Garden Records, the
album features reworkings of some of Vin’s classic melodies as well as new material.
The standout track for me is Revenge, based on the version he did back in the
1970s of Yabby You’s Jah Vengeance with Tommy McCook. There is also a tune
based on his classic ‘Heavenless’ from the Studio One days (frequently but
incorrectly credited to Don Drummond), which is substantially funkier than the
original.
Vin Gordon’s Real Rock Band is a tight unit which plays tunes from his entire career,
from 1960s Studio One days to Yabby You favourites such as Fisherman Special.
The band are all experienced in backing major Jamaican artists and includes Inyaki
Yarritu on bass, bandleader for the Basque Dub Foundation; Charlie from 70s UK
reggae band Nightdoctor on guitar; Charles on keyboards who was in the band
Natural Touch; Dave Fullwood on trumpet, who is the core of the Zion Train and Love
Grocer horn sections; the singjay Shaka Black; and younger band members Colin on
saxophone and Marley on drums.

Artists that Vin Gordon has played with include Bob Marley & The Wailers, Burning
Spear, Sound Dimension, The Skatalites, The Soul Brothers, The Soul Vendors, Lee
Perry, Justin Hinds, BB Seaton, Yabby You, Aswad, Max Romeo, Culture and Mighty
Diamonds among others. He has sprinkled his magic trombone phrasings over
literally thousands of records in his career, most of them uncredited or frequently
incorrectly credited to Don Drummond.

Dan-I

INDEPENDeNCE DUB
Ist – BENIN
3rd – NIGER
5th – Burkina Faso
6th – JAMAICA
7th – IVORY COAST
11th – CHAD
13th – C.A.R
15th – CONGO
(bRAZZAVILE)

17th – GABON
31st – TRINIDAD and

TOBAGO

HEARTFELT
Dear Respected Reader of The Dub
The month of August, on the 24th, will make the 65th birthday of the legendary
Jamaican dub poet, Linton Kwesi Johnson.
I first became aware of LKJ from listening to the Radio One DJ John Peel,
subsequently buying a number of his incredible albums. My personal favourites
being Dread Beat And Blood, Forces Of Victory, Bass Culture and LKJ In Dub. I was
quickly taken with his articulate, heartfelt and powerful words and rhymes, set to
glorious dub driven reggae, featuring the likes of the great Dennis Bovell.
Johnson's words really drove home his experiences of being a Jamaican moving to
England in the 1960's and throughout the 1970's and beyond. There remains a
timeless quality to his lyrics and music; decades later, those early albums especially
have lost none of their impact.
A true visionary and gifted artist.

1.Five Nights of Bleeding
2.It Dread Inna Inglan
3.Sonny's Lettah
4.Street 66
5.Want Fi Goh Rave
6.Bass Culture
7.Dread Beat and Blood
8.Fite Dem Back
9.Di Black Petty Booshwah
10.Wat About Di Working Class
Richie Roots

Home-Start Oxford
Bridging the gap: how you can help support vulnerable families.

If only there was a definitive, NHS-endorsed guide to parenting: we'd all bounce out
of hospital with our new-borns, a confident spring in our step, this magical book
shining promisingly out of Bounty bags...

Reality's a kicker, right? There is no guidebook. Most people muddle through a mix
of trial and error, childhood memories and (sometimes spurious) advice from
relatives, friends and self-proclaimed parenting "experts".

But what if your own childhood experiences aren't ones that should be repeated? Or
your baby has additional needs and doesn't fit a "normal" developmental trajectory?
What if you have additional challenges such as inadequate housing, debt, poor
mental health, substance or domestic abuse to deal with? What if you are without a
support network of friends or family to rely on?

Parenting is the hardest job at the best of times; it can be incredibly isolating when
times are tough—especially if you are new to an area, or even to this country. But it's
an incredibly important job: the desire to give our children the best start in life is what
unites parents of all backgrounds.

That's where Home-Start come in: we are a family support charity working with
families with at least one child under five, across Oxford City, Central Oxfordshire
and West Oxfordshire, including Witney, Carterton and Burford.

We provide a befriending service, helping parents grow in confidence, make
connections and get the support they need to thrive as a family through parent to
parent support.

The majority of families referred to our service are supported by a wonderful team of
trained volunteers, who each deliver 2-4 hours of support per week.

If you have experience as a parent, grandparent or carer and could spare 2-4 hours
per week to support a vulnerable family in need, please get in touch to register your
interest for our next Volunteer Preparation Course, starting Spring 2017.

Helping one person might not change the world - but it could change the world for
that one person.

Call 01865 779991 or email admin@homestart-oxford.org.uk for more info.

FROM THE ROOTS UP
Last month I took a look at the southern states blues scene, and in particular, how
different the styles of the music through the most southerly ones; Texas, Louisiana,
Mississippi and Alabama. Right alongside each other, but in the way they play their
music, they're quite different. Then if you go ever further to the south, into the
Caribbean sea region, you see the blues immersed in reggae. In the style of content;
social injustice, the difficulty of day to day life in poor areas just like you had in
Mississippi, though the delta state still struggles with areas of poverty.
This was the south, and I have friends from one of those states on tour here in the
UK right now. Their roots were with a blues man who sought to improve education in
the region by means of his music and time in helping them, plus his yearly festival at
Freedom Creek. Just like reggae, his music laid down a rhythm, and the lyrics flowed
out of it. Sadly, he is no longer with us but his music lives on: take a listen on line to
Willie King and see what I mean. His band says it all; they were called The
Liberators.
As the southern slaves finally got their freedom, the music moved North, many of
them relocating to Chicago. The electric blues began to replace what in Mississippi
had been mainly acoustic based music; the likes of legendary blues artists like
Muddy Waters, ‘Howlin’ Wolf’, Sonny Boy Williamson, bass man and the greatest of
all blues composers Willie Dixon, who named his autobiography ‘I Am The Blues’
and he wasn’t far off there! Then the likes of John Lee Hooker moved up to Detroit
‘the motor city’ home of car making, and later also of Tamla Motown. Hooker moved
some years later to San Francisco on the west coast, where he lived until he passed
away. The music he created still had that driving beat right through his songs; the
style that first saw the light of day in African Mali, long before the ships took the
slaves to the USA - now it was amongst the most popular selling blues around.
One by one each state began to draw into the blues, and many music historians
have said without the blues, there would have been no rock n roll, no jazz, no
country, no popular music: and as likely, reggae would have arrived much later, as
it’s own roots grew out of New Orleans. The blues that reached California was much
more in the jump style, music to dance to, alive and vibrant. Los Angeles and Frisco,
which is famous for the Biscuits and Blues Clubs, which to this day put on many of
the leading blues artists and band. Then to the east coast and places such as New
York, where B.B.King opened one of his string of bars and clubs, where every week
there are nights of top-ranking blues. In fact, a band from the big Apple are currently
having a long sell-out tour here in the UK. Russell ‘Hitman’ Alexander and his band,
plus the New York City horns are well worth catching. They have a very big city
brand of blues, most of it original material as well. With his all black attire, high hat,
and knee high boots he certainly looks the part, and one of his songs, Streets Of

Downtown, takes the plight of the homeless people today, in these big northern
cities.
The blues is worldwide, some making a very good living from the music, but many
just make enough to pay their way – its always been the same, always will be....but
it’s the blues sure enough, wherever it might be. From the Caribbean Ocean to the
state of Alaska, you’ll find the blues, different in style, but its sure there !

Pete Clack, Blues in Britain writer

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
For Ethel Payne, journalism was love at first sight, and the Chicago Defenderreciprocated.
Her personality traits, her ambition, and her skills were a recipe for success. A beguiling
gregariousness gained her entry, and her obvious earnestness won over the trust of
sources. Her ambition, stoked by years of closed doors, gave her the energy to match
younger reporters. And in the end she delivered dependable copy, the kind editors craved to
fill a newspaper’s seemingly insatiable appetite for words.
The articles were classic Defender fare that combined journalism with advocacy. They
reported on progress in interracial hiring, rewarding forward-thinking employers with good
publicity; exposed the lack of progress, putting recalcitrant employers in a bad light; and
offered readers a guide to employment in the city. When Payne visited Inland Steel, she
reported that not only were a majority of employees African Americans but the union
leadership was also black. “I saw Negroes working side by side with whites on welding
machines, planking presses, cutting machines, lithographing presses, and other equipment,”
she wrote. “Full integration in industry like full democracy has a long way to go, but along the
forward march we can say, ‘Good work: keep going.’”
Her output was prodigious. In the July 14 issue alone, Payne had three lengthy articles,
including the first of a two-part series on sumo wrestling in Japan culled from her stockpile of
diary material. Although the Defender obligingly published a number of her articles about her
experiences in Japan, Payne’s hope to use her research to break into a national magazine
were dashed. She submitted her work to McCall’s and Ladies’ Home Journal with no luck. It
was as Payne’s fictional Madge experienced. “On the whole, there are few black women
who can really get into publication in the major publishing houses,” she said. “That’s just the
way it is.” By the end of her first six months, Payne had churned out more than two dozen
features. One could not pick up a copy of the Defender when it hit the streets on Saturdays
without coming across an article with the byline “Ethel Payne.”

from Eye On The Struggle: Ethel Payne, the First Lady of the Black Press –
James McGrath Morris.

RALLYING DUB
review of DUB for the ELDERS
Gregory Issacs, Flabba Holt, Michael Rose, Junior Byles, Tapper Zukie
Desmond Dekker and John Holt

Florence Park Community Centre – July, 2017

''Run come rally 'round Rastaman camp, mek we have some fun''
Those lyrics from that Freddie McGregor classic, summed up the vibes that
permeated Dub for the Elders. It was a true rallying round: help came in from here
and there. So I must begin this review of the night, by giving gargantuan respect, first
of all, to Danny B of Soundworks and Nick Lokko of Dat Sound. I would have had to
have cancelled the live segment, if it wasn't for their support. Just when it was
needed, rescue was at hand. The Elders we were celebrating would have been
happy to have seen the rallying round, especially when you think of the reputation
that Gregory had, for generosity and community support.. We had ''some fun'' too!
The evening at Florence Park Community Centre, began and continued, with DJ
selections from Garvin Dan of Jah Lambs and Lion, Dan-I of Field Frequency and
Multifari, who also gave us a gift of photographic souvenirs. After the offerings via
vinyl,CD and laptop, with live mixing from Multifari, it was time for the live music.
Its always good to have Virtuoso in the mix: that's my name for Lee Valentine. Not
only for his great voice accompanied by himself on guitar, but also for his easy going
nature, flexibility and the good vibes he brings along to all the sessions he performs
at. You have to give respect to the man who stands alone up there, singing his
songs. Virtuoso has strength in his voice and skill in his guitar playing. One of my
favourites of his, is the one about Rose Parks, the civil rights icon. He sang six
songs: he presented us with half a dozen roses, whose scent was gratefully received
by all. I salute Virtuoso.
Following him, we were treated to more DJ selections, before the appearance of the
headlining Jamatone, with two new additions. The first to mention is Hugo
Makepeace; the long-time DJ, musician and promoter, who lives in accordance with
his chosen surname. Good to see him on keyboard: I hope he becomes a regular

feature of the band. We were happy to hear him in his new role – I'm sure Gladdy
Anderson would have been too! Yes Hugo, come with the keyboard!
Alongside Ras, there were the Jamatone co-founders, Bassie and drummer Kojak,
with guitarist Ivan – four cogs in an easy rolling machine - and vocalist Loraine
Savin. Always good to hear her dulcet tones, sweetly interweaving with the music.
Sometimes you'll come across a singer that you think must have received vocal
tuition, from Angel Gabriel himself: Loraine has such a voice. All in all, you know
Jamatone will rock you.
Then came the second addition: Sista D. She gave us a truly unexpected, but very
well received vocal mix; sometimes singing, sometimes in a DJ style, reminiscent of
the great U-Roy. Like Brother Hugo, I hope Sista D becomes a resident feature of
the band. After the performance, I asked her if she'd do a PA at the Elder Stubbs
Festival, which she accepted. Yes!
After the disappointment at the O2 cancellation, the stress of finding another venue
and getting the necessary equipment for the live music, I'm glad it all came together
and that the evening was enjoyed by all. Not only was it a celebration of local talent,
but a celebration of community activism: people working together to make something
happen. I salute all those who made Plan B of Dub for the Elders, such a memorable
evening: I stand and salute you.

Natty Mark

Beautiful and Safe
Unusual venue, Florence Park Community Centre,
with a tasty line-up of three of the best vocalists
I've seen this side of last Christmas: Lee Valentine,
Loraine Savin and Sista D. As ususal, Natty Hi Fi
and crew provided a beautiful and safe space

Ali Palmer-Smith aka Sista Ali

Moses Bikshoni

MIGHTY and AWESOME
When first asked if I could write an article on white punk reggae bands in 2017, my
initial reaction was one of surprise I have to admit. “White punk reggae bands?” I
thought to myself. “Have there actually been any since The Police and The Slits back
in the 70s and 80s?”
A whole lot of research later and the equally as surprising answer came back that,
no, there hadn’t been. Nor had there had been a mass rejection of reggae amongst
white punk bands either, as artists like Blondie (“The Tide is High”) and the
Boomtown Rats (“Banana Republic”) continued to release the odd punk-reggae
single into the mid 1980’s. So why couldn’t I find any more dedicated white punk
reggae bands to add to my (extremely) short list of two?
Well, the answer to that is actually quite simple.
Namely, that by the late 1970’s to early 1980’s, reggae had been joined by other
music genres like psychobilly, rockabilly, Celtic folk, two-tone, mod, anarcho-punk,
gothic rock, (heavy, thrash) metal, hip-hop, rap, and the early whisperings of the rave
and dance scene, in competing for the attention of white punk bands; and many of
the early white punk bands who had grown up listening to reggae had begun to split
up or move in different musical directions (e.g. The Leyton Buzzards of “Saturday
Night Beneath the Plastic Palm Trees” fame, who would go on to find brief fame as
salsa band Modern Romance).
Despite this, a few white punk bands and white punk solo artists like The Clash, The
Ruts/Ruts DC and ex Public Image Limited bass player Jah Wobble, still continued
to fly the punk-reggae flag throughout their careers.
But if one genre in particular could be said to have taken white punk bands attention
away from reggae, ironically, that was the 1960’s precursor to reggae itself - ska. Or
rather, the updated version of it via The Specials led Two-Tone record label, which
swept all away before it from late 1978 to the mid 1980’s.
Why this (almost overnight) new predilection towards two-tone as opposed to reggae
for the average white punk band then? (As continues to be the case in 2017 via
punk-ska bands like e.g. King Hammond (England), Sublime (America), Ska-P
(Spain), The Busters (Germany), Battle-Ska Galactica (New Zealand) and Liberator
(Sweden)).
Well that’s quite simple too really:
1.Reggae lacked the hi-energy danceability and sense of fun and fashion that two
tone offered and that the majority of white punk bands and their audiences craved.
2.Ultimately, reggae shot itself in its own foot in the late 1970’s with its non-inclusive,
nationalistic African-Ethiopian repatriation, black identity reclamation and (rather
confusing) Christian centric stance.

In short: Reggae continued to focus solely on ‘fighting Babylon’ i.e. all white societies
and systems whilst conveniently ignoring black ones that oppressed them too; white
punk and black & white two-tone bands instead focused on acknowledging a far
more all-inclusive and shared global experience of human suffrage, oppression and
bondage to e.g. school, work, parents, courts, police, government departments,
politicians etc. Or to put it another way, reggae stubbornly restricted itself to viewing
the world through the extremely narrow lens of skin pigmentation, whilst punk and
two-tone chose to view it through the much wider and all-encompassing lenses of
social institutions and constructs - institutions and constructs instantly recognisable
the world over and both black and white.
Interestingly, whereas Rock against Racism had seen both white punk bands and
black reggae bands simply share the same stage between late 1976 to early 1981,
two-tone had taken things one step further by seeing bands comprised of both white
and black musicians playing together in the same band. It was the ultimate message
of ethnic unity and two-fingered ‘salute’ to the white neo-Nazi organisation of the
time, The National Front and its violent, thuggish, bully boy ‘street army unit’ The
British Movement. As sadly, it was to old school, traditional reggae too, as two-tone
also saw a new generation of black youths turning their backs on overly romanticised
and ill-thought out idealised visions of ‘returning home to the motherland’ i.e.
Africa/Ethiopia. As far as they were concerned, they were black ‘British’ and owned
no interest in being anything else.
Of course, one thing that my research did throw up was that there are (literally)
oodles and oodles of global white bands/performers in 2017 that happily play a
fusion of punk-rock-reggae-hiphop-rap-dancehall-jazz-folk-electronica-dub. For
example: Hjálmar (Iceland), Alexander Barykin (Russia), Rebelution (America),
Alborosie (Italy), Cultura Profética (Puerto Rica), Os Paralamas Do Sucesso (Brazil),
Bagdad Cafe the Trenchtown (Japan), Kingston Rudieska (Korea), Sensi Lion (Hong
Kong), Recuerdos de Kingston (Mexico), Brownman Revival (Philippines), The
Green (Hawaii), Seeed (Germany), Rootvälta (Sweden), and Izrael (Poland).
And of course, it goes without saying that my research also threw up (again, literally)
oodles and oodles of white roots rock reggae (RRR) DJ’s/toasters/record label and
radio station owners/producers in virtually every country on this planet that you could
think of.
Indeed, even my own small, leafy and sleepy adopted home town of Aylesbury
boasts four major RRR DJ’s in Melody Creation Hi-Fi, DJ Lord Gregory, Bernard
Thomas and The Dub Bunnies: five if you include regular contributor to The Dub, Ali
Zion - who recently made her debut behind the decks at the Queens Head,
Aylesbury, last month (And on a side note: It would be my personal hope that (i) Ali
was enthused enough by this experience to carry on spinning as, unquestionably,
females continue to be hugely underrepresented in the world of RRR DJ ‘ing/toasting
and (ii) Ali considers readdressing this imbalance in some small way here in
Aylesbury, by organising the first all-female and local RRR DJ/toasting evening at
some point. Though, as she’s recently become a grandmother for the first time, it
would be perfectly understandable if she’s somewhat otherwise preoccupied for the
next 18 years or so!).

Ultimately, and as anyone who’s ever embarked on some themselves will know,
research can often throw up one or two genuine surprises. In my case, whereas I
had assumed I would be able to quite easily add yet further white punk reggae bands
to my initial list of two i.e. The Police and The Slits, in the end I couldn’t. No more
than I could add further names to my equally as short list of black punk bands (Bad
Brains and Pure Hell).
But at the same time, my research did highlight the huge variety and vast array of
white global musicians and bands that traditional 1970’s reggae has continued to
inspire since; and though I personally still own a huge soft spot for the legendary 70s
RRR bands and performers - I grew up with like Bob Marley & The Wailers, Steel
Pulse, Culture, Misty in Roots, Black Uhuru, Burning Spear, Mikey Dread, Matumbi,
Jimmy Cliff, Tapper Zukie, Peter Tosh, Big Youth, Eddy Grant, Linton Kwesi Johnson,
Benjamin Zephaniah, U-Roy, Lee Perry and so on - nevertheless, two particular and
far more modern and younger bands I came across in my research - Tribal Seeds
(USA) and Blue King Brown (Australia) - prove conclusively that reggae in 2017 is no
longer recognised, or accepted, as the sole preserve or right of black Jamaicans
anymore. No more than e.g. rock, opera or classical music is considered to be in
relation to white musicians.
And though the world may never witness another dedicated white punk reggae band
quite like the mighty and awesome The Slits ever again, one thing that it will continue
to witness is incredible new music written by incredible musicians of all ilk’s; and yet
another awesome generation of music fans who no longer care if it’s white punks on
hope or black Rasta’s on dope who stand in front of them on a stage. All they - and I
– really care about anymore in 2017, is the music itself.
What about you?

Johnny Heartbreaker

BUNNY LEE
Striker's session musicians, a fluid line-up known as the AGGROVATORS, also
usually included Bobby Ellis on trumpet, Bernard 'Touter' Harvey, Winston Wright or
Ansel Collins on organ, Ossie Hibbert, Keith Sterling or Errol 'Tarzan' Nelson on
piano, Tony Chin or Winston 'Bo Beep' Bowen on rhythm guitar, Earl 'Chinna' Smith
on lead guitar, Tommy McCook on tenor sax, Lennox Brown on alto sax, Robbie
Shakespeare, Aston Barrett or Lloyd Parks on bass, Vin Gordon on trombone and
Barnabus or Noel 'Scully Simms on percussion. Sometimes Sly Dunbar or Carlton
Barrett (in between sessions with the Wailers band) would replace Santa at the drum
kit and Bunny's favourite singer, Johnny Clarke, might sit at the piano. Cornell
Campbell also played rhythm guitar from time to time.

from The Rough Guide to Reggae – Steve Barrow and Peter Dalton

WARRIOR QUEEN DUB
review of RUB A DUB SUNDAYS - Fox and Firkin, Lewisham
18/6/2017
After initially struggling to spot the building, I was surprised by the size of the interior,
especially the garden. As I entered, I heard and felt some heavy bass line coming
from a wall of speakers. The garden was full of people enjoying the music and the
sun.
Playing on the decks was Sista Nkechi, warrior queen: you could feel the positive
vibes flowing. She played a top-ranking roots set – it was a pleasure and an
inspiration to watch. You can hear her every wednesday evening, 10pm – midnight,
on realmusicfm.com
The garden also sells freshly made to order pizza's and had a pop up record shop!
At 8p pm, the music moved inside and later on the live show began...
First on stage was Prince Hammer with his band. They performed a set of familiar
and less familiar (to me) songs, all with energy and passion. I later spent some time
backstage with him, discussing his part in the film Rockers , which has its 25th
anniversary this year. About the possibility of a follow up movie? Lots of talk, but not
likely! He also told me of his friendship with Gregory Isaacs and how Gregory used
to call him ''old dog'', even though he was younger! And how he brought a new guitar
and took it to show Gregory. He (Gregory) asked to try it. Prince Hammer said up till
this day, ''I never did get it back''! Apparently, the pair were good friends.
What a selection of musicians came next! Scientist was at the back working his
magic on the controls. Whilst on stage were Colour Man, Natty Campbell and
Donovan Kingjay. The atmosphere was electric and the whole place seemed to be
on a musical high, especially as they covered a lot of the 70's foundation roots tunes,
which hyped up the crowd to an even higher level.
I briefly managed a quick chat with Scientist, who told me that he'd been doing some
work with Makka B and how he'd learnt about the benefits of eating seaweed!
I can highly recommend the venue, and look forward to returning soon.

Ali Zion

Sista Nkechi

WHISPER IN THE AIR
Freedom fighter standing on a mountain
In a foreign country
Trying to send a message to his people
Back in the ghetto
He had a home one time
Love of a girl
But he left all that behind
Oh yes I can hear him clearly as he whispers in the air
His voice came out loud and clear
All he asked for was a prayer
and as he turns to walk away he said
I'm still here in the house of exile
For the love of the nation
I'm still here in the house of exile
For the love of the nation
Sun went down on the mountain
Birds flew back to their hiding places
Leaving him standing there like a telephone pole
In the still of the night you and I dream
Dreaming of Romeo and Juliet
All he dreams about is the freedom of the nation
When every man will be equal in the eyes of the law
As he closes his eyes
For the last time he said again
I'm still here in the house of exile
For the love of the nation
I'm still here in the house of exile
For the love of the nation

from House of Exile – LUCKY DUBE – b.3/8/1964.

THE TEST OF TIME
Oscar Hibbert aka JUNIOR DELGADO
b.25/8/1958
Got to take the rough with the smooth – Junior Delgado

Junior Delgado was one of the biggest characters in reggae music, one of those men
who would fill a room with his presence. He possessed a roaring voice, something
like a bear, which worked equally well on roots reality songs as on lovers’ tunes.
Although he passed at a young age, he left a large catalogue of fine songs that stand
the test of time, with highlights from throughout his career.
He worked closely with some of the finest artists and producers, especially Dennis
Brown, Lee Perry, Prince Jammy and Augustus Pablo. He ran record labels,
produced records himself, ran a record shop in London and made several crucial
crossover records late in his career with Adrian Sherwood, Maxi Jazz from Faithless
among others.
His string of big Jamaican hits really started with the Chinna Smith produced ‘Tition’
(politician) in 1975, one of several on Dennis Brown’s DEB label, including ‘Famine’,
‘Armed Robbery’ and ‘Storm Is Coming’. He voiced one of Augustus Pablo’s most
stellar riddims, King David’s Melody, as Away With Your Fussing & Fighting’ on a
Rockers International 12” discomix.
At the start of the 1980s, another major record for Junior Delgado (or Jux, as he was
often known) was ‘Sons Of Slaves’, which was a 12” for Scratch The Upsetter. He
then teamed up with Sly & Robbie to record the magnificent Fort Augustus. He
began making regular trips to London in the 1970s and in 1985 released the
prescient ‘Broadwater Farm’, which unusually for a Jamaican singer, dwelt on the
details of life in a North London housing estate. The record gained notoriety mere
months after release when tensions on the estate rose to the point where a
policeman was killed during unrest there.
Returning to Jamaica, he linked up once again with Augustus Pablo, who was
developing his own take on dancehall, releasing the pivotal ‘Ragamuffin Year’ in
1986, which gained him many new fans. He continued recording sides with Pablo
into the mid 1990s, including Jump Rasta Sound over the riddim to one of Pablo’s
last singles Valley Of Jehosaphat. Jux was also helping to nurture some of the

emerging singing talent in Jamaica, such as Yami Bolo and White Mice (aka Ras
Iwah).
During the 1990s, in addition to setting up the Incredible Muzik record shop near
Euston in London with Roots Ting and Benji (which was frequently host to passing
Jamaican singers and musicians), he set up a studio in Tooting. Always with a keen
ear for new sounds, Jux started working with funk and other contemporary
musicians, releasing the ‘Fearless’ album in 1998, which featured both new material
and several re-workings of old favourites. He also recorded with Gussie P of
Fashion Records and recorded two albums with Adrian Sherwood’s On-U Sound
(with help from Addis Records), although only one, ‘Reasons’, saw a proper release.
The second album Invisible Music was not entirely finished at the time of Jux’s death
at home in his sleep in April 2005 and was never fully released. Last year however,
Jah Fingers Music issued a 12” of two of the songs from the album, complete with
versions.
Other major hits for Jux over the years included Trickster, Love Tickles Like Magic,
Raiders, Warrior, Row Fisherman Row, Tonight, Caution, Dub School A We Rule,
We A Blood and Really For A Reason.

Dan-I
When it comes to Roots Reggae Music and you’re in Jamaica, then there is no way around
the yard of one particular musician. His home is located in 6 St. Andrew Park in Kingston,
just a couple minutes to walk from the main bus station Half Way Tree. Living legend Earl
''Chinna'' Smith aka Earl Flute aka Melchezidek the High Priest is an active musican since
the 1960s and has played with artists like Bob Marley, Bunny Wailer, Jimmy Cliff, Peter Tosh
and many many more.
His yard is open for everyone who is interested in the music and is respectful to one another.
It’s not comparable with a club, bar or anything like that. I would call it a lovely arranged
property where family and musicans gather to enjoy the vibes. In other words, a place of
ONE LOVE. During the day, friends and musicans from all over the world come together for
jam sessions to fulljoy themselves. Many people come to visit, play and learn from him in his
yard.

from Real Jamaica – Johannes Maier

Greetings to the Dub readers

AMONGST THE GREATS
Article subject: DEAN IVANHOE FRASER
Genres of Music: Reggae and Jazz
Player of Instruments: clarinet and saxophone, also a singer

Dean Fraser was born 4th of August 1957, in Kingston Jamaica. Dean formed a trio,
Brass Instruments with Ronald ''Nambo'' Robinson and Junior ''Chico'' Chinn. At the
time, he played a clarinet, starting at the age of twelve, before he switched
instrument and started playing saxophone, at the age of fifteen. In the 1970s, Dean
played alongside Lloyd Parks(bassist/singer known for Baby Hang Up The Phone,
and Officially) in the We The People Band. They backed artists such as Dennis
Brown on a few of his Joe Gibbs recordings. This band also played on a few Sly and
Robbie recordings in the 80s. Dean’s first album was released in 1978 entitled Black
Horn Man. The album Pure Horns and Double Dynamite, was produced a year
later.
In the period 1980 to 2000, Dean toured with artists such as Luciano, Sly and
Robbie, Taurus Riley and Duane Stephenson. Dean’s also known for songs such as
Girlfriend and Moonlight - Dennis Brown did a version of the latter – and
Skateland Killing, by Taurus Riley. A very distinctive saxophone player: just like a
singer if your hear them you know who it is, it’s the same with a player of instrument.
Dean did a cover version to Redemption Song - first sang by the late, great Bob
Marley and the Wailers – and also recorded two albums of Bob Marleys songs: Dean
plays Bob I and II.
In 1984, Dean's album Pumping Air , came out on Island Records via the Mango
label. To this day, Dean is still active touring, recording and producing. In the studio,
he's worked with various artists, producing songs such as Jah Is My Navigator, A
New Day and Serious Times.
Dean has also done a tribute to another late, great artist - Gregory Isaacs. Sixteen
of his well known tracks, on We Remember Gregory Isaacs, released in 2011
1993, Dean was awarded The Musgrove Medal, for his contribution to music in
Jamaica.

Back in the day, instrumentals were only played at the start of a dance/ party, or
played when soundmen where stringing up the sound boxes . Its only certain DJs
who are connoisseurs of music, who have recognised that it is not only the artist who
use their vocal chords, who can make a hit. There are other greats who have made
it - and are still making hits to this day - such as guitarists Ernest Ranglin (Doodling,
Black Man's Train), Lyn Tait and Joe White, who was also in Conscious Minds
(Africa Is Paradise version To Oh Me Oh My). The late, great Jackie Mittoo (King
on the Keyboards) who arranged and played on many Studio One riddims. Jackie
Mittoo made love to the keyboard (Wall Street, Henry the Great, Ram Jam,
Reggae Magic and so on). Lloyd Charmers who was also a vocalist (Oh Me Oh My)
was one of his many hits. Saxophonist Tommy McCook (Mabrouke); keyboardist
Glen Brown(Merry Up); another late, great Augustus Pablo played the melodica(
Casava Piece, Too Late To Turn Back ); trombonist Vin Gordon ( Todays Melody,
one of his many hits). Fellow trombonist, Don Drummond was a cofounder/songwriter of the Skatelites. Bassist Boris Gardener (What’s Happening
Album, one of the best albums - every song on the album was a hit). There's just too
many artists and players of instruments to mention. Dean Ivanhoe Fraser is up there
amongst the greats. My personal opinion; a singer couldn’t make it on their own,
without musicians to back their vocals.

Angela Grant aka Empress Vibez

UPSETTERS
Within his new studio set up Perry used a fluid session crew that comprised most of
the best players on the island, but couldn't be pinned down to any regular line-up.
Among them , Boris Gardiner and Robbie Shakespeare played bass; Sly Dunbar and
Mikey 'Boo' Richards were on drums; the guitarists were Chinna Smith, Geoffrey
Chung and Willie Lindo; keyboards were manned by Augustus Pablo. Theophilus
Beckford. Winston Wright and Robbie Lyn; percussion came courtesy of Skully Sims;
and the brass section included Vin Gordon, Glen DaCosta and Bobby Elis. While his
being able to get the same sound from so varied a group of highly individual players
gives an indication of Lee Perry's abilities as a producer, it also shows a man keen
on the wider range of alternatives that a flexible session crew such as this could
offer. For many of the players it was a chance to flex muscles that other studios
might have ignored.

from Bass Culture – Lloyd Bradley

TUDOR TIME DUB
Imagine that you lived in 15th century Tudor England. You were present at the courts
of Henry VII and VIII. You witnessed the coronation of Henry VIII and his marriage to
Catherine of Aragon.
Now consider John Blanke– a musician of African descent – who was a gifted
trumpeter, who along with his troupe of fellow musicians, performed at some pivotal
ceremonies during the Tudor reign.
John Blanke's age, place of birth and parentage are unknown, although it is believed
he came to England from Spain in 1507, as part of Catherine of Aragon's retinue.
This man being resident in England during this period was not an unusual
occurrence: the first mention of a black person in England goes back to 210AD. In
fact, there was a trend for European rulers to employ African musicians dating from
around 1194.
What is unusual is that John Blanke's likeness is featured in a tapestry, known as
The Tournament Roll. This tapestry was created to celebrate the birth of Henry and
Catherine's son.
Amongst the pomp and pageantry, we see an African man mounted on his horse,
wearing his turban and dressed splendidly for the occasion.
Henry must have been well pleased with John Blanke's musical skills, for treasury
accounts show that he was paid ten times his usual wage for his performance that
day. The accounts also show that when he got married, Henry gave him a wedding
present!
It is not known what happened to John Blanke after 1512, as his name no longer
appeared in any written records.
I like to think that Blanke and all the other Africans musicians, scattered over Europe,
so far from home, gave something of themselves and their culture in every
performance.
I definitely have to salute John Blanke. You can take the man out of his land ,but you
can't take his natural musical spirit.
Whatever the occasion, I'm sure he had those Tudors rocking

Lorna E. Dacres

The tapestry featuring John Blanke

left to right: Virtuoso, Dan-I and Natty Mark

DUB DIARY
AUGUST
6th – Ras Keith and the Organic Rootz@ The Ritzy, Brixton – 8pmmidnight – free.
11th – African School workshop@ FSTC House, Manchester –
alongside workshop by Khaleel Shaikh - 3-6pm - free
12th/13th - African School workshops@ the BLACK FEST Alexandra Park, Moss Side, Manchester – free. More details about the
festival to follow.
19th - Natty Hi Fi@ Elder Stubbs Festival – Rymers Lane Allotments,
East Oxford – 12-6pm - annual fund and awareness raising for the
RESPONSE Mental Health Project – donations. After festival session at
Donningon Community Centre – 6pm-midnight – free.
27th – Ron Speakesay All Dayer@ Fox and Firkin, Lewisham – feat.
Ras Keith + other bands – 3-11pm – BBQ and pizzas - free

SEPTEMBER
2nd – Ron Speakeasy presents Ras Keith and the Vibration@ The
Joiners Arms, Camberwell – 8.30-11pm - free
9th – African School workshop@Phoenix Social Enterprise, Bristol Ethiopian New Year (ENKUTATASH) event – 2-9.30pm – stalls, live
music, food (barbecue) and juices, African dance, Egyptian yoga,
children's activities incl. bouncy castle – adults £5 suggested donation over 12 £1.50 – free to those below 12.
10th – Wayne McArthur and the Universal Players + guests@The
Aristocrat, Aylesbury – 4pm-midnight – Caribbean food – free.
23rd - Skylarkin presents David Rodigan + special guests @The
Bullingdon, East Oxford – 10.30-3pm - £15.

